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A Glossary to the Text of The Awntyrs off Arthure: A to L
Yasuyuki Kaitsuka
 This is the first part of a glossary to the text of The Awntyrs off Arthure found in 
London, Lambeth Palace Library MS 491, which is formerly edited and published from 
the Journal of Chiba University of Commerce.(1) In the course of making the glossary, 
errata have been found in the text. The glossary reflects the corrections of those errata 
in the text. They are as follows: by for > by-for (l. 72); a yeen > a-yeen (l. 292); greue > 
grene (l. 326); fre born > fre-born (l. 431); calllid > callid (l. 461); stone stille > 
stone-stille (l. 580).  
The glossary aims at comprehensiveness. But there is an exception: forms which 
repeatedly appear in the text are curtailed. Such omissions are marked by “&c.” All 
inflected forms and variants are recorded.  
 Etymologies are also listed to make it easier for modern readers to understand 
meanings and implications of the words in the text; almost all references rest on the 
Middle English Dictionary and sometimes on the Oxford English Dictionary. All forms 
are the closest found in the inventories. Long vowels, regardless of their historical 
origins, are indicated with a macron as in “ān,” “blēo,” and “scrēadian.”
 The catalogue is generally arranged in the alphabetical order. With a few 
exceptions, Ȝ follows G, and Þ follows T. The prefix of past participle, “y-”, is not 
regarded as the head of words, therefore word stems must be looked for in case of 
words which are only used as past participles with the prefix.  
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Abbreviations used in the glossary:  
 
acc.  accusative n. noun  
adj.  adjective nom. nominative  
adv.  adverb num.  numerals  
aux.  auxiliary pa.  past  
comp.  comparative pl.  plural  
conj.  conjunction pron.  pronoun  
dat.  dative  pp.  past paticiple  
def. art.  definite article prep.  preposition  
demon. demonstrative pres.  present  
f. the former  pres. p.  present participle 
gen.  genitive refl.  reflexive  
ger.  gerund sb.  substantive  
imper.  imperative sg.  singular  
impers.  impersonal subj.  subjunctive  
indef.  indefinite superl.  superlative  
inf.  infinitive v.  verb  
interj interjection voc. vocative  
interrog.  interrogative    
     
A.  Anglian  MLG. Middle Low German 
AFr.  Anglo French OFr.  Old French  
L. Latin ON.  Old Norse  
MDu.  Middle Dutch OScot. Old Scottish  
MHG.  Middle High German WS.  West Saxon  
ML.  Medieval Latin    
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A. 
a indef. art. a 6, 62, 189, &c.; (before 
vowel or h-) an 1, 18, 388, 590, 710 
[OE. ān] 
able adj. worthy, honourable, excellent 
302 [OFr. able] 
about adv. on the border 381; in every 
part 671 (a-bout) [OE. onbūtan] 
aboute prep. about 174 [From prec.] 
above adv. above 492 [OE. on bufan]  
acorde v. inf. reconcile 635 [OFr. 
acorder] 
a-ferd v. pp. terrified 399 [OE. āfǣran] 
affray n. fear, dismay 532 [OFr. effrei] 
aftir prep. after 157, 253; next to 252 
(after)  [OE. æfter] 
a-yeen adv. back 292 [OE. ongēn] 
alle adj. all 11, 58, 331, 603, &c.; al 181, 
203, 215, 414, 425 [OE. eal(le] 
al(le adv. entirely, complete, quite, very 
27, 53, 75, 106, 118, 404, 496, 608, 
668 [From prec.] 
alle pron. all, everybody 68, 137, 295, 
336 [From prec.] 
alas interj. alas 90 [OFr. h)a las]  
alight v. pa. 3. pl. dismounted 489 [OE. 
ālīhtan] 
almesdede n. alms-giving 253 [OE. 
ælmes-dæd] 
also adv. also 519 [OE. ealswā] 
and conj. and 4, 87, 174, 251, 409 &c. 
[OE. and] 
andlas n. spike 390 [ML. anelacius] 
a-non-right adv. immediately 649 [OE. 
on ān(e + OE. rihtes] 
apertly adv. in public 240 [From OFr. 
apert] 
aray n. clothing 17; manner 691 [AFr. 
ar(r)ai] 
arayd v. pp. dressed 172 [AFr. araier] 
are adv. before 403 [OE. ǣr ] 
a-right adv. immediately 550 [From OE. 
on, prep. + OE. riht, n.] 
armyd v. pp. armed 378 [OFr. armer] 
as adv. as 322, 389, 552, 574 [OE. 
ealswā] 
as conj. as 3, 76, 134, 239, 388, 535, 556, 
608, 627, 712 [From prec.] 
as prep. as 25, 118, 389, 574, &c. [From 
prec.] 
as rel. pron. as 498 [From prec.] 
askis v. pres. 3. sg. asks 344; askyd pa. 3. 
sg. 404 [OE. ascian] 
at prep. at 5, 181, 352; (?) of 478; atte 
364, 478 [OE. æt] 
a-twyn adv. asunder 656 [OE. on + OE. 
twin] 
auenaunt adj. seemly in appearance or 
manners; noble gracious 302 [OFr. 
avena(u)nt] 
auntur n. marvelous thing; wonder, 
miracle 1; auntour 715 [OFr. 
aventure] 
a-way adv. away 215, 325 [OE. on weg] 






bayne adj. willing, eager 242 [ON. 
bein-n] 
bakyn v. pp. baked 485 [OE. bacan] 
bale n. pain, anguish 321; balis pl. 103 
[OE. bealo] 
baleful adj. wretched 203; fierce 211 
[OE. bealoful] 
balle n. ball 310 [OE. *beal(l] 
ban v. inf. curse 246; ban pres. 1. sg. 89; 
bannith pres. 3. pl. 592 [OE. 
bannan] 
bankers n. pl. ornamental hangings 444 
[OFr. banquier] 
bankis n. pl. hills, hill-side 41 [ON. 
bakki] 
barbaryn n. barberry 71 [OFr. barbarin] 
bare adj. bare 41, 105, 203, 563; devoid 
243 [OE. bær] 
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baret n. strife, turmoil 290 [OFr. barat] 
bargayn n. negotiation, dealings 592 
[OFr. bargai(g)ne] 
barn n. child 227 [OE. bearn] 
baronyes n. pl. baronies 670 [OFr. 
baronie] 
barons n. pl. barons 40, 374 (barins) 
[OFr. baron] 
basnet n. basinet 380, 527, 529 [OFr. 
bacinet] 
bataille n. battle, fighting 568, 629 
(batayle) [OFr. bataille] 
bataillid v. pp. battlemented 671 [OFr. 
bataillié] 
be v. be; be inf. 169, 195, 280, 281, 291, 
298, 303, 437, 554, 584, 711; am 
pres. 1. sg. 142, 151, 152, 163, 164, 
165, 190, 412; art pres. 2. sg. 159, 
171, 172, 173, 180, 194, 234, 257, 
627; is pres. 3. sg. 37, 94, 111, 157, 
196, &c.; are pres. 1. pl. 436; be 
pres. 1. pl. 434; are pres. 3. pl. 9, 79, 
97, 174, 183, 241, 250, 276, 277, 
495, 631; be pres. 3. pl. 254, 321, 
568, 630, 671, 685 (bene), 693; was 
pa. 1. sg. 137, 144, 161; was pa. 3. 
sg. 3, 19, 189, 365, 544, &c.; were 
pa. 3. pl. 7, 334, 386 (wer), 396 
(wer), 637 (wore), 705, &c.; be pp. 
5, 639; be subj. pres. 2. sg. 202, 241, 
410, 415; be subj. pres. 3. sg. 175, 
405, 462, 469, 624; were subj. pa. 1. 
sg. 581; were subj. pa. 2. sg. 134; 
were subj. pa. 3. sg. 76, 197, 199, 
220, 230, 388, 472, 532, 535 (wer), 
636; were subj. pa. 3. pl. 218 [OE. 
bēon & wēsan] 
bede v. pa. 3. sg. offered; bede forth his 
brond surrendered 645 [OE. bēodan] 
bedis n. pl. prayers 200 [OE. gebed] 
berde n. damsel, lady 29, 158, 357 
(bierde); berdis pl. 145, 174 
(bierdis) [Uncertain; see OED, sv. 
burd, n.] 
berne n. man, knight 29, 222, 537, 567; 
bernes pl. 174, 242, 499, 629, 659; 
bernys pl. 490, 592, 658 [OE. 
beorn] 
berelles n. pl. beryl 587 [OFr. beril] 
besauntis n. pl. bezant 368 [OFr. 
besaunt] 
be-falle v. inf. happen 299; byfalle pa. 3. 
sg. 72, 709 (byfelle) [OE. befeallan] 
belle n.1 bell 188, 708; by boke and by 
belle by the mass book and the 
church bell 30 [OE. belle] 
belle n.2 cloak 367 [From prec.] 
bent n. field 329, 563, 629 [OE. benet- 
(only in place names)] 
berd n. beard 357 [OE. beard]  
bere n. bier 175 [A. bēr] 
bere v. bear (a child) 30, 89, 204, 227, 
246, 431; carry 306, 308, 548; have 
426; stab 528; bere inf. 426, 246; 
beriþ pres. 3. sg. 306, 308 (berith); 
bare pa. 1. sg. 204; bare pa. 3. sg. 
89, 528, 548; bore pp. 30, 227 
(y-born) [OE. beran] 
best(e adj. best 548; as sb. 456, 707 [OE. 
betest] 
best n. animal 554; bestis pl. 211 [OFr. 
beste] 
bete n. beating 658 [From OE. bēatan] 
bete v.1 inf. remedy; bete the balis relieve 
the suffering 103 [OE. bētan]  
bete v.2 pres. 3. pl. beat 587; betyn pp. 
adorned 368 [OE. bēatan]  
be-tyde v. inf. happen 268; betid pa. sg. 
1, 715 (bytyd) [From OE. tīdan] 
bettir v. inf. give the advantage 229 
[From OE. bettra, adj. comp.; OE. 
beterian] 
by prep. by 8, 42, 205, 438, 640, &c. 
[OE. bī] 
bycalle v. pres. 1. sg. call upon 410 [OE. 
bi- + ON. kalla] 
bycheve v. inf. happen 269 [From OFr. 
ch(i)ever] 
by-claggyd v. pp. bedaubed; clot with 
something soft or sticky 106 
[Uncertain; see DOST, sv. clag, v.] 
biddyng v. ger. God’s will, 
commandment 242, 243, 251 [From 
OE. biddan, v.] 
by-dene adv. all together 11, 305, 607 
(bedene), 687; indeed 380, 382, 459, 
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516, 594 [Uncertain; see OED, sv. 
bedene, adv.] 
bydis v. stay, remain 29, 40, 329; suffer 
321; bydis pres. 3. sg. 29, 321, 329; 
bodyn pa. 3. pl. 40 [OE. bīdan] 
by(-)for prep. before 72, 240, 343, 641 
[OE. beforan] 
byforn(e adv. previously 225, 476; in 
front 387 [OE. beforan] 
byggid v. pp. built 71, 671 [ON. byggja] 
bygonne v. pp. begun 278 [OE. 
beginnan] 
byholde v. inf. see 44, 375, 379 [OE. 
behaldan] 
bykir v. inf. attack 41 [cf. MDu. bicken] 
byreft v. pp. taken away 175, 281 
(by-revid) [OE. berēafian] 
bysy adj. busy 174 [OE. bisig] 
by-side prep. near 294 [From OE. bī 
sīdan] 
bysshopis n. pl. bishops 707 [OE. 
bisc(e)op]  
bythoght v. pa. 3. sg. called to mind 558 
[OE. beþencan] 
bitir adj. bitter 241 [OE. biter] 
bitis v. pres. 3. pl. gnaw 211; bytyng 
pres. p. as. adj. sharp 528 [OE. 
bītan]  
bytray v. inf. betray 311 [OE. bi- + OFr. 
trair] 
by-twene adv. at intervals 451, 510 
(bytwene) [OE. betwēonum, prep.] 
bytwene prep. among 463 [From prec.] 
bytwix prep. between 219 [OE. betwix] 
blak(e adj. black 105, 212, 658 [OE. 
blæc] 
blasyng v. pres. p. as adj. shining 527, 
529 [From OE. blase, n.] 
bledis v. pres. 3. pl. bleed 499; blede pa. 
3. pl. 629 [OE. blēdan] 
blee n. face 212 [OE. blēo] 
blekys v. pres. 3. sg. injures 618 [From 
AFr. blechier; cf. OE. blǣcan 
“bleach”] 
blendis v. pres. 3. pl. agitate; blendis my 
blood distresses me 212 [OE. 
blendan] 
blenkis v. pres. 3. sg. glistens 537 [OE. 
blencan] 
blewe v. pa. 3. sg. blew 62; blowe pp. 
329 [OE. blāwan] 
blisful adj. blessed 227 [From next] 
blis(se n. heavenly bliss 200, 221, 222, 
243, 249; pleasure 375 [OE. blis] 
blody, adj. covered with blood 659 [OE. 
blōdig] 
blood n. blood 212, 490, 537; bled 
bleeding, loss of blood 658 [OE. 
blōd] 
blounkyd v. pp. bleached 367 [AFr. 
blanchir] 
body n. body 89, 104, 105, 158, 203, 204, 
211, 246, 499 (bodyes pl.), 548 
(indicating horse) [OE. bodig] 
boght v. pa. 3. sg. redeemed 222 [OE. 
bycgan] 
boke n. book; by boke and by belle by the 
mass book and the church bell 30 
[OE. bōc] 
bold(e adj. noble, fair 40, 145, 374; 
certain 241; brave, strong 297, 490, 
537; fine, handsome 367; stately 
670; boldest superl. 297 (as sb.), 
490 [A. bald]  
boldily adv. immediately, speedily 563 
[OE. b(e)aldlīce] 
bone n. bone 105, 519 [OE. bān]  
bordis n. pl. tables 449 [OE. bord] 
bordure n. ornamental border 381, 587 
(borduris pl.) [OFr. bordeure] 
bore n. boar 41 [OE. bār] 
bote n. use, avail; what bote is to leyne 
what is the use of concealing (it)? 
204; salvation, penance 229 [OE. 
bōt] 
botenyd v. pp. furnished with bottons 
368 [OFr. bo(u)toner]  
bothe adj. both 10, 276 (boþ), 488 
(boþe), 595, 656, 695, 707 (boþe) 
[ON. bāþir] 
boþe n. both 694 [From prec.] 
bowe n. bow 38 [OE boga] 
bowis n. pl. boughs 39 (bowys), 40, 71, 
127 (bewys); subdivision of vice 241 
[OE. bōg] 
bowne adj. obedient 276; boun to ready 
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for 568 [ON. būin-n] 
bracelet n. a hunting dog 38 [AFr. 
bercelet] 
brayn n. brain 480 [OE. brægen] 
brasse n. in brasse (roasted) on embers 
188 [OFr. brese] 
brede n. pastry 485 [OE. brēad] 
y-bred v. pp. brandished 570 [OE. 
bregdan] 
breydin v. pa. 3. pl. spread, set 449 [OE. 
brǣdan] 
breke v. inf. break 242; brekiþ pres. 3. 
sg. 243; brak pa. 1. sg. 206 [OE. 
brecan] 
brenne v. pres. 1. sg. suffer torture by 
fire 188; brent pp. refined by fire 
381, 485 [ON. brenna] 
briddis n. pl. birds 127, 367, 485 [OE. 
brid] 
bridel n. rein 345 [OE. brīdel] 
bright adj. fair 144, 158, 357, 374; 
bright, beautiful 380, 444, 485, 504, 
568, 570, 587; brighter comp. 144 
[A. bryht] 
bright adv. brightly 527 [From prec.] 
brymstone n. brimstone 188 [OE. 
bryn-stān] 
bring v. inf. bring 200, 249 (bryng), 290; 
broght pa. 3. sg. 158; broght pa. 3. 
pl. 479; broght pp. 175, 221; bring 
subj. pres. 3. sg. 222 [OE. bringan] 
bro n. mess 290 [OFr. bro] 
broches v. pres. 3. pl. spur 499; brochid 
pa. 3. sg. pierced, slashed 577 [OFr. 
brochier] 
brode adj. broad 357, 708 (brood) [OE. 
brād] 
brond(e n. sword 567, 577, 602, 645; 
brondis pl. 504, 568, 570, 659 [OE. 
brand] 
browis n. pl. eyebrows 144 [OE. brū] 
brow v. pp. brought about; bargayn was 
brow dealings occurred 592 [OE. 
brēowan] 
bugle n. horn 329 [OFr. bugle] 
bunfetis n. pl. good deed, act of piety 
200, 249 (bunfaites) [OFr. benfait] 
burghes n. pl. castles 670 [OE. burg] 
burnysshid v. pp. polished 380, 527, 645 
[OFr. burnir] 
buskyd v. pa. 3. sg. went 567 [ON. 
būask] 
but adv. only 259 [From next.] 
but conj. but 108, 197, 211, 243, 244, 
300, 437, 470, 608, 615, 634; unless 
427 [OE. būtan] 
but prep. except 29, 68, 177, 207, 490, 





caght v. pa. 3. sg. caught; caght of took 
off 626; cacchid pp. wrapped 152 
[AFr. cach(i)er] 
caiser n. ruler 410 [MHG. keiser] 
calle v. inf. calle on call upon 133; order 
449; callid pa. 3. sg. callid toward 
address 644; callid pp. summon 461 
[ON. kalla] 
candelle n. candle 224 [OE. candel] 
cantelle n. shield 521 [AFr. cantel] 
care n. concern 43; grief, distress 151, 
152 (caris pl.), 201 [OE. caru] 
carkele n. (?) charcoal 446 [OE. 
*cearrian + OE. col; see MED. sv. 
char-cōl, n.] 
carpis v. pres. 3. sg. speaks, talks 413; 
carpid pa. 3. sg. 409 [ON. karpa] 
cas n. case; in this (þis, that) cas in this 
(that) situation 142, 483, 610 [OFr. 
cas] 
cast v. defeat 151, 607; consider 463; 
cast on kenettis cowplis leash kenets 
42; cast pa. 3. pl. 42; cast pp. 151, 
607; cast imper. sg. 463 [ON. kasta] 
castelet n. small tower, turret 492 [AFr. 
castelet] 
castels n. pl. castles 150, 667 [AFr. 
castel] 
celour n. canopy 340 [OFr. celëure] 
cerclyd v. pp. ornamented with circular 
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for 568 [ON. būin-n] 
bracelet n. a hunting dog 38 [AFr. 
bercelet] 
brayn n. brain 480 [OE. brægen] 
brasse n. in brasse (roasted) on embers 
188 [OFr. brese] 
brede n. pastry 485 [OE. brēad] 
y-bred v. pp. brandished 570 [OE. 
bregdan] 
breydin v. pa. 3. pl. spread, set 449 [OE. 
brǣdan] 
breke v. inf. break 242; brekiþ pres. 3. 
sg. 243; brak pa. 1. sg. 206 [OE. 
brecan] 
brenne v. pres. 1. sg. suffer torture by 
fire 188; brent pp. refined by fire 
381, 485 [ON. brenna] 
briddis n. pl. birds 127, 367, 485 [OE. 
brid] 
bridel n. rein 345 [OE. brīdel] 
bright adj. fair 144, 158, 357, 374; 
bright, beautiful 380, 444, 485, 504, 
568, 570, 587; brighter comp. 144 
[A. bryht] 
bright adv. brightly 527 [From prec.] 
brymstone n. brimstone 188 [OE. 
bryn-stān] 
bring v. inf. bring 200, 249 (bryng), 290; 
broght pa. 3. sg. 158; broght pa. 3. 
pl. 479; broght pp. 175, 221; bring 
subj. pres. 3. sg. 222 [OE. bringan] 
bro n. mess 290 [OFr. bro] 
broches v. pres. 3. pl. spur 499; brochid 
pa. 3. sg. pierced, slashed 577 [OFr. 
brochier] 
brode adj. broad 357, 708 (brood) [OE. 
brād] 
brond(e n. sword 567, 577, 602, 645; 
brondis pl. 504, 568, 570, 659 [OE. 
brand] 
browis n. pl. eyebrows 144 [OE. brū] 
brow v. pp. brought about; bargayn was 
brow dealings occurred 592 [OE. 
brēowan] 
bugle n. horn 329 [OFr. bugle] 
bunfetis n. pl. good deed, act of piety 
200, 249 (bunfaites) [OFr. benfait] 
burghes n. pl. castles 670 [OE. burg] 
burnysshid v. pp. polished 380, 527, 645 
[OFr. burnir] 
buskyd v. pa. 3. sg. went 567 [ON. 
būask] 
but adv. only 259 [From next.] 
but conj. but 108, 197, 211, 243, 244, 
300, 437, 470, 608, 615, 634; unless 
427 [OE. būtan] 
but prep. except 29, 68, 177, 207, 490, 





caght v. pa. 3. sg. caught; caght of took 
off 626; cacchid pp. wrapped 152 
[AFr. cach(i)er] 
caiser n. ruler 410 [MHG. keiser] 
calle v. inf. calle on call upon 133; order 
449; callid pa. 3. sg. callid toward 
address 644; callid pp. summon 461 
[ON. kalla] 
candelle n. candle 224 [OE. candel] 
cantelle n. shield 521 [AFr. cantel] 
care n. concern 43; grief, distress 151, 
152 (caris pl.), 201 [OE. caru] 
carkele n. (?) charcoal 446 [OE. 
*cearrian + OE. col; see MED. sv. 
char-cōl, n.] 
carpis v. pres. 3. sg. speaks, talks 413; 
carpid pa. 3. sg. 409 [ON. karpa] 
cas n. case; in this (þis, that) cas in this 
(that) situation 142, 483, 610 [OFr. 
cas] 
cast v. defeat 151, 607; consider 463; 
cast on kenettis cowplis leash kenets 
42; cast pa. 3. pl. 42; cast pp. 151, 
607; cast imper. sg. 463 [ON. kasta] 
castelet n. small tower, turret 492 [AFr. 
castelet] 
castels n. pl. castles 150, 667 [AFr. 
castel] 
celour n. canopy 340 [OFr. celëure] 
cerclyd v. pp. ornamented with circular 
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patterns 22 [From OFr. cercle, n.] 
chace n. game animal 63 [OFr. chace] 
chapelle n. chapel 445 [OFr. chapele] 
charite n. charity 252 [OFr. charite] 
chauf v. inf. make warm 446 [OFr. 
chaufer] 
chaumbre n. chamber 445 [OFr. 
cha(u)mbre] 
chaunce n. fate, fortune 268, 269, 299 
[OFr. chance] 
chawlis n. pl. jaws 132 [OE. ceafl] 
cheuallerous adj. chivalrous 269 [OFr. 
chevalerous] 
cherisshid v.pp. cherished 252 [OFr. 
ch(i)erir] 
chevest adj. superl. preeminent 252 
[From OFr. chef, n.] 
child n. child 310 [OE. cild] 
chille adv. shrilly 132 [OE. scill, adj.] 
chynne n. chin 132 [OE. cin(n] 
chymney n. fireplace 446 [OFr. 
cheminée] 
cholle n. forehead 114 [cf. OE. ceole] 
clad v. pp. clothed 106, 119 (clothid); 
clothing ger. as sb. clothes 119 
[From OE. clāþ, n.] 
clay n. mud 106, 152 [OE. clǣg] 
claterid v. pa. 3. pl. clatered 132 [cf. 
MDu. clateren] 
clene adj. bright 457 [OE. clǣne] 
clene adv. properly 71, 378; brightly, 
splendidly 370, 667, 671; 
completely 603 [OE. clǣne] 
clense v. inf. purge 134 [OE. clænsian] 
clere adj. shining 371 [OFr. cler] 
clerk n. learned person 94 [OE. clerc] 
clerly adj. clear 379 [From OFr. cler, 
adj.] 
cleviþ v. pres. 3. sg. slashes 603; clefe pa. 
3. sg. pierce 521 [OE. tō)clēofan] 
cliffis n. pl. hills 42 [OE. clif] 
clips n. eclipse 94 [L. eclipsis] 
clyst n. (?) error for crest, top 114 [OFr. 
creste] 
cloystris n. pl. monasteries 201 [OFr. 
cloistre] 
cloke n. cloak 20 [OFr. cloke] 
closyd v. pp. covered 152; joined, 
fastened 382 (closid) [From OFr. 
clos(e, pp.] 
clothis n. pl. tablecloths 449 [OE. clāþ] 
clowdis n. pl. clouds 328 [OE. clūd] 
code n. a chrism code 224 [Obscure] 
cold(e adj. cold 42, 151 [A. cald] 
coler n. neck 618 [OFr. colier] 
colourid v. pp. coloured 370 [OFr. 
colorer] 
colours n. pl. colours 378 [OFr. colour] 
comaunde v. inf. command 481, 482; 
comaundid pa. 3. sg. 650, 651 [OFr. 
comander] 
come v. come; comith pres. 3. sg. 349; 
come pres. 3. pl. 341; come pa. 3. 
sg. 83; comyn pp. 3, 142, 690 
(come); come subj. pres. 3. sg. 245 
[OE. cuman] 
comforte n. relief 636 [OFr. comfort] 
comfort v. inf. encourage, exhort 43; 
refresh 480 (comforte); comfortith 
pres. 3. pl. console 694; comfort pa. 
3. sg. cheered up 95 [OFr. 
comforter] 
comly adj. fair, noble 361 (comely), 662; 
beautiful, splendid 379 [OE. cȳmlic] 
coniurid v. pa. 3. sg. made an urgent 
request 133 [OFr. conjurer] 
conquerour n. conqueror 3 [OFr. 
conquereor] 
contenance n. manner 409 [OFr. 
cuntenaunce] 
contrefilettid v. pp. (?) adorned with 
ribbon for the head 370 [AFr. 
countre- + OFr. filet, n] 
corage n. valour, courage 601 [OFr. 
corage] 
coronal n. coronal 626 [AFr. coronal] 
coste n. coast 301; flank 603 [OFr. coste] 
coueytous adj. covetous 265 [OFr. 
coveitous] 
couenant n. aggreement; vp-on þis 
couenant on this condition 683 [OFr. 
covenant] 
couentis n. pl. convent 201 [OFr. covent] 
counseil n. discussion; callid to counseil 




countes n. pl. shires 150 [AFr. counte] 
coupis n. pl. cups 457 [OFr. coupe] 
coueryd v.1 pa. 3. sg. protected 521 [AFr. 
coverir] 
coverid v.2 pa. 3. sg. coverid vp got up 
610; recoverd 612 [AFr. coverer] 
cowplis n. pl. leashes 42 [OFr. couple] 
crede n. creed 97 [OE. crēda] 
creste n. the crest on a helmet 379 [OFr. 
creste] 
cryed v. pa. 3. sg. proclaimed 651 [OFr. 
criier] 
crysmyd v. pp. anointed with chrism 224 
[From OE. crisma, n.] 
crist n. the Christ 133 [OE. crīst] 
cristalle n. crystal 371 [OE. cristalla] 
cristnyd v. pp. baptized 138, 224 [OE. 
cristnian] 
crosse n. cross 97, 134, 223 [OE. cros] 
crowne n. crown 287, 371 [OFr. corone] 
crownyd v. pp. crowned 223, 287, 288; 
qwene crownyd sovereign queen 144; 
crownyd king sovereign lord 360 
[OFr. courouner] 
crucified v. pp. crucified 134, 223 [OFr. 
crucefiier] 
cruelle adj. brave 601 [OFr. cruel] 
cuntres n. pl. countries 150, 667 [OFr. 
contrée] 
curteys adj. courteous 153, 415 [AFr. 
courteis] 
curteisly adv. politely, generously 483 
[From AFr. courteis, adj.] 
cusshewis n. pl. cuisses, armours 
covering the thighs 394 [AFr. 
cuisson] 






day n. day 6, 75, 98, 305, 312, 313, 473, 
484, 515, 564, 695 [OE. dæg] 
dame n. mother 160 [OFr. dame]  
dare v. pa. 3. pl. trembled 52 [OE. 
darian]  
daunger n. danger 184, 318 [AFr. 
daunger] 
dawnyng v. ger. dawn 473 [cf. OE. 
dāgian] 
dede adj. dead 554 [OE. dēad] 
dede n. deed 516 [A. dēd] 
defoulith v. pres. 1. pl. oppress, treat 
unjustly 262 [AFr. defouler] 
deyntes n. pl. delicacies 182, 183, 454, 
459, 484 [AFr. deinté]  
dele v. subj. pres. 3. sg. give 471 [OE. 
dǣlan] 
delices n. pl. sensual pleasure 213 [OFr. 
delice] 
dellis n. pl. dale 6, 51 (dellys) [OE. del] 
demayn n. bread of fine quality 478 
[From AFr. pain demeine] 
depe adj. deep 6 [OE. dēop] 
dere n. pl. deer 51, 53 [OE. dēor] 
derfly adv. without hesitation 312 [From 
ON. djarf-r]  
derk(e adj. dark 75, 564 [OE. deorc] 
dernely adv. slyly 562 [From A. derne, 
adj.] 
dese n. dais 182, 343 (deys) [AFr. deis] 
desert n. wilderness 98 [ML. dēsertum] 
deth(e n. death 54, 154, 160, 170, 515 
[OE. dēaþ] 
dy(e v. inf. die 98, 295, 305 [ON. deyja] 
dight v. with refl. go 6; treat 154, 160, 
169, 593, 623; deal with 170; 
prepare 183, 454, ; arrange, put, set 
355, 495; get ready, equip 473; 
deliver 533; dight inf. 170; dight pa. 
3. pl. 6; y-)dight pp. 154, 160, 169, 
183, 355, 454, 473, 495, 533, 593, 
623 [OE. dihtan] 
dynyd v. pa. 3. sg. ate 484 [OFr. diner] 
dyntis n. pl. blows 277, 516, 533, 593, 
594 [OE. dynt] 
dirray n. trouble 513 [AFr. de(s)rei] 
disshis n. pl. dishes 459 [OE. disc] 
dyuyd v. pp. submerged 277 [OE. dȳfan] 
do n. doe 54 [OE. dā] 
do v. do, make, perform; do inf. 98, 210, 
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countes n. pl. shires 150 [AFr. counte] 
coupis n. pl. cups 457 [OFr. coupe] 
coueryd v.1 pa. 3. sg. protected 521 [AFr. 
coverir] 
coverid v.2 pa. 3. sg. coverid vp got up 
610; recoverd 612 [AFr. coverer] 
cowplis n. pl. leashes 42 [OFr. couple] 
crede n. creed 97 [OE. crēda] 
creste n. the crest on a helmet 379 [OFr. 
creste] 
cryed v. pa. 3. sg. proclaimed 651 [OFr. 
criier] 
crysmyd v. pp. anointed with chrism 224 
[From OE. crisma, n.] 
crist n. the Christ 133 [OE. crīst] 
cristalle n. crystal 371 [OE. cristalla] 
cristnyd v. pp. baptized 138, 224 [OE. 
cristnian] 
crosse n. cross 97, 134, 223 [OE. cros] 
crowne n. crown 287, 371 [OFr. corone] 
crownyd v. pp. crowned 223, 287, 288; 
qwene crownyd sovereign queen 144; 
crownyd king sovereign lord 360 
[OFr. courouner] 
crucified v. pp. crucified 134, 223 [OFr. 
crucefiier] 
cruelle adj. brave 601 [OFr. cruel] 
cuntres n. pl. countries 150, 667 [OFr. 
contrée] 
curteys adj. courteous 153, 415 [AFr. 
courteis] 
curteisly adv. politely, generously 483 
[From AFr. courteis, adj.] 
cusshewis n. pl. cuisses, armours 
covering the thighs 394 [AFr. 
cuisson] 






day n. day 6, 75, 98, 305, 312, 313, 473, 
484, 515, 564, 695 [OE. dæg] 
dame n. mother 160 [OFr. dame]  
dare v. pa. 3. pl. trembled 52 [OE. 
darian]  
daunger n. danger 184, 318 [AFr. 
daunger] 
dawnyng v. ger. dawn 473 [cf. OE. 
dāgian] 
dede adj. dead 554 [OE. dēad] 
dede n. deed 516 [A. dēd] 
defoulith v. pres. 1. pl. oppress, treat 
unjustly 262 [AFr. defouler] 
deyntes n. pl. delicacies 182, 183, 454, 
459, 484 [AFr. deinté]  
dele v. subj. pres. 3. sg. give 471 [OE. 
dǣlan] 
delices n. pl. sensual pleasure 213 [OFr. 
delice] 
dellis n. pl. dale 6, 51 (dellys) [OE. del] 
demayn n. bread of fine quality 478 
[From AFr. pain demeine] 
depe adj. deep 6 [OE. dēop] 
dere n. pl. deer 51, 53 [OE. dēor] 
derfly adv. without hesitation 312 [From 
ON. djarf-r]  
derk(e adj. dark 75, 564 [OE. deorc] 
dernely adv. slyly 562 [From A. derne, 
adj.] 
dese n. dais 182, 343 (deys) [AFr. deis] 
desert n. wilderness 98 [ML. dēsertum] 
deth(e n. death 54, 154, 160, 170, 515 
[OE. dēaþ] 
dy(e v. inf. die 98, 295, 305 [ON. deyja] 
dight v. with refl. go 6; treat 154, 160, 
169, 593, 623; deal with 170; 
prepare 183, 454, ; arrange, put, set 
355, 495; get ready, equip 473; 
deliver 533; dight inf. 170; dight pa. 
3. pl. 6; y-)dight pp. 154, 160, 169, 
183, 355, 454, 473, 495, 533, 593, 
623 [OE. dihtan] 
dynyd v. pa. 3. sg. ate 484 [OFr. diner] 
dyntis n. pl. blows 277, 516, 533, 593, 
594 [OE. dynt] 
dirray n. trouble 513 [AFr. de(s)rei] 
disshis n. pl. dishes 459 [OE. disc] 
dyuyd v. pp. submerged 277 [OE. dȳfan] 
do n. doe 54 [OE. dā] 
do v. do, make, perform; do inf. 98, 210, 
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228; do pres. 1. sg. 170; do pres. 3. 
pl. 632; dede pa. 3. sg. 481, 482; 
dede pa. 3. pl. 708; done pp. 218; 
do imper. sg. 350 [OE. dōn] 
doghty adj. bold, valiant; worthy, 
excellent 672; as sb. sg. 516, 571, 
607; pl. 473, 593, 594, 687, 692; 
doghtyest superl. as sb. 295 [OE. 
dohtig] 
doghtyng n. pl. (?) valiant ones 305  
dole n. misery 184, 318; grief 554 [OFr. 
dol]  
dolefully adv. shamefully 160 (dolfully); 
painfully 593, 623 [From prec.] 
dombe adj. dumb 554 [OE. dumb] 
donioun n. prison 184 [OFr. donjon] 
dosers n. pl. wall hangings 444 [OFr. 
dossier] 
doun adv. down 587 (douun), 603, 606, 
608, 647 (down) [OE. dūne] 
doun n. hill 53 [OE. dūn] 
doun-right adv. downright 591 [OE. 
dūne + OE. rihtes] 
dout n. doubt; out of dout doubtlessly 170 
[OFr. doute] 
doutous adj. terrifying 594 [OFr. 
doutous] 
drawis v. pres. 2. sg. delay; drawis on so 
drighly postpone 513 [OE. dragan] 
dred v. pa. 3. sg. feared 571 [OE. 
ādrǣdan] 
drede n. fear 54, 562 [From prec.] 
dry v. inf. suffer 141 [ON. drȳgja] 
drighly adv. continually 513 [ON. 
drjūg-r] 
dryve v. inf. drive 564; dryvis pres. 3. sg. 
rushes 53 [OE. drīfan] 
droupe v. pres. 3. sg. is afraid, cowers 
53; drowpyn pres. 3. pl. 52; 
drowpid pa. 3. sg. 54 [ON. drūpa] 
dubbe v. inf. dub 672; dubbyd pa. 3. sg. 
695 [OE. dubbian] 
duke n. knight, warrior 4 (dukes pl.); 
duke 672, 695 (dukis pl.) [OFr. duc] 
duspers n. pl. famous knights or nobles 4, 
11 (dospers), 277 [OFr. 
duz(z)e-per(s] 
dwelle v. inf. dwell, live, stay 259, 316; 
dwelle pres. 1. sg. 184, 318; 





eche adj. each, every 36, 255, 433, 557 
[OE. ǣlc] 
ey adv. always; euere ey always, forever 
359 [ON. ei] 
eyen n. pl. eyes 116, 356, 598 [OE. ēage] 
eiþer pron. each of two 580 [OE. ǣgþer] 
emperour n. emperour 168 [OFr. 
empereor] 
encountre v. inf. fight 463, 465; 
encountris pres. 3. sg. 506 [OFr. 
encontrer] 
ende n. end 702 [OE. ende] 
endorid v. pp. covered with a glaze of 
eggs 459 [OFr. endorer] 
enemy n. opponent 561 [OFr. enemi] 
englorid v. pp. engrailed 307, 509 [OFr. 
engreslé] 
eny adj. any 198, 199, 263, 300, 365, 
417, 677 [OE. ǣnig] 
ensege v. inf. besiege 289 [OFr. ensegier] 
enspiris v. pres. 3. sg. inhales 255 [OFr. 
enspirer] 
erly adv. early 474 [OE. ǣrlīce] 
erlis n. pl. nobles 33 [OE. eorl] 
ernestly adv. earnestly 33 [OE. 
eornostlīce] 
ete v. pres. 2. sg. eat 323 [OE. etan] 
euere adv. ever 99, 323, 359, 548, 628 
[OE. ǣfre] 
euerych adj. every 333 [OE. ǣfre ǣlc] 
evyn n. evening; on evyn and a morn at all 






fable n. falsehood 300 [OFr. fable] 
fay n. faith; in fay truly 398, 531; feith 
430 [AFr. fai] 
failiþ v. pres. 3. sg. suffers loss of 233; 
goes to pieces 589 (faylith) [OFr. 
faillir]  
fair(e adj. beautiful, handsome, 
attractive 330, 398, 429, 542 (fayr), 
573, 684, 685, 709; fairest superl. 
137, 551 (fayrest) [OE. fæger] 
faire adv. graciously 8; exactly 680 
(feire) [OE. fægre] 
fairhede n. physical beauty, 
attractiveness 373 [OE. fæger + OE. 
-hǣde] 
falle v. inf. happen 300; felle pa. 3. pl. 
fell 80 [OE. feallan] 
fals adj. false 270 [OFr. fals] 
fare n. track 47; feasting 399; attack 526 
[OE. faru]  
fare v. go, behave, act; fare inf. 260, 
261; faire pres. 3. pl. 689; fore pa. 
1. sg. 712 [OE. faran] 
fast adv. eagerly 63; fast by-for shortly 
before 72; vigorously 500 [OE. 
fæste] 
fawnt n. young child 398, 399 (faunt) 
[OFr. faunt] 
fawtis v. pres. 3. sg. lacks 574 [OFr. 
fauter] 
fecche v. inf. fetch 551 [OE. feccean] 
fede v. imper. sg. supply with foods 319 
[OE. fēdan] 
felawship n. a band of followers 8 [ON. 
fē-lagi + OE. -scipe] 
feld(e n. plain, field 429, 430, 500, 573 
[OE. feld] 
fele adj. many 47, 262 [OE. fela]  
felefold adv. in many ways 684 [From 
OE. fela-feald, adj.] 
felle v. inf. kill 7; fellid pa. 3. pl. 46 [A. 
fællan] 
fellis n. pl. hills 8, 32, 50 [ON. fjall] 
femals, n. pl. female deer 7, 46 [OFr. 
femele] 
fendis n. pl. demons 186 [OE. fēond] 
ferdnes n. terror 186 [From OE. 
ge-)fǣran] 
fere n. in fere together 330 500 [OE. 
gefēr] 
ferly n. marvel, wonder 72, 300, 709 
[From OE. fǣrlīc, adj.] 
ferlily adv. miraculously 274 [From 
prec.] 
fersly adv. fiercely 572 [From OFr. fers, 
adj.] 
fifty num. fifty 517 [OE. fīftig] 
fight n. battle 270, 274, 574, 589 [OE. 
feoht(e] 
fight v. fight; fight inf. 261, 411, 430, 
438; fight pres. 3. pl. 572, 573; 
foghtyn pa. 3. pl. 500; foght pp. 
476; fightyng ger. 412 [OE. fīhtan] 
figure n. appearance 137 [OFr. figure] 
fille n. fill, desire 411, 574 [OE. fyll] 
fynd v. inf. find 411 [OE. findan] 
fyne adj. fine 589 [OFr. fin]  
flawis n. pl. flakes of snow 80 [ON. 
flaga]  
fled v. pa. 3. pl. fled 80 [OE. flēon]  
flessh n. flesh 137 [OE. flǣsc] 
flokkis v. pres. 3. sg. gathers 330 [From 
OE. floc(c, n.] 
folde n.1 pleat 369 [From OE. fealdan, 
v.] 
fold n.2 land, country 431, 476 [OE. 
folde] 
folk n. folk 233, 262, 275, 319; troop of 
hunters 330 [OE. folc] 
folow v. inf. pursue 47; folwis pres. 3. sg. 
186, 526 (folowiþ); folowid pa. 3. 
sg. 63, 398 [OE. folgian] 
folower n. horse which follows 398 [OE. 
folgere] 
fondyn v. pp. come 412 [OE. fundian] 
fondis v. pres. 1. pl. seek 261 [OE. 
fandian] 
food n. food 233, 319 [OE. fōda] 
foot n. foot 78, 79, 542 (fote), 573; food 
551 [OE. fōt] 
for conj. for 112, 125, 555 [OE. for, 
prep.] 





fable n. falsehood 300 [OFr. fable] 
fay n. faith; in fay truly 398, 531; feith 
430 [AFr. fai] 
failiþ v. pres. 3. sg. suffers loss of 233; 
goes to pieces 589 (faylith) [OFr. 
faillir]  
fair(e adj. beautiful, handsome, 
attractive 330, 398, 429, 542 (fayr), 
573, 684, 685, 709; fairest superl. 
137, 551 (fayrest) [OE. fæger] 
faire adv. graciously 8; exactly 680 
(feire) [OE. fægre] 
fairhede n. physical beauty, 
attractiveness 373 [OE. fæger + OE. 
-hǣde] 
falle v. inf. happen 300; felle pa. 3. pl. 
fell 80 [OE. feallan] 
fals adj. false 270 [OFr. fals] 
fare n. track 47; feasting 399; attack 526 
[OE. faru]  
fare v. go, behave, act; fare inf. 260, 
261; faire pres. 3. pl. 689; fore pa. 
1. sg. 712 [OE. faran] 
fast adv. eagerly 63; fast by-for shortly 
before 72; vigorously 500 [OE. 
fæste] 
fawnt n. young child 398, 399 (faunt) 
[OFr. faunt] 
fawtis v. pres. 3. sg. lacks 574 [OFr. 
fauter] 
fecche v. inf. fetch 551 [OE. feccean] 
fede v. imper. sg. supply with foods 319 
[OE. fēdan] 
felawship n. a band of followers 8 [ON. 
fē-lagi + OE. -scipe] 
feld(e n. plain, field 429, 430, 500, 573 
[OE. feld] 
fele adj. many 47, 262 [OE. fela]  
felefold adv. in many ways 684 [From 
OE. fela-feald, adj.] 
felle v. inf. kill 7; fellid pa. 3. pl. 46 [A. 
fællan] 
fellis n. pl. hills 8, 32, 50 [ON. fjall] 
femals, n. pl. female deer 7, 46 [OFr. 
femele] 
fendis n. pl. demons 186 [OE. fēond] 
ferdnes n. terror 186 [From OE. 
ge-)fǣran] 
fere n. in fere together 330 500 [OE. 
gefēr] 
ferly n. marvel, wonder 72, 300, 709 
[From OE. fǣrlīc, adj.] 
ferlily adv. miraculously 274 [From 
prec.] 
fersly adv. fiercely 572 [From OFr. fers, 
adj.] 
fifty num. fifty 517 [OE. fīftig] 
fight n. battle 270, 274, 574, 589 [OE. 
feoht(e] 
fight v. fight; fight inf. 261, 411, 430, 
438; fight pres. 3. pl. 572, 573; 
foghtyn pa. 3. pl. 500; foght pp. 
476; fightyng ger. 412 [OE. fīhtan] 
figure n. appearance 137 [OFr. figure] 
fille n. fill, desire 411, 574 [OE. fyll] 
fynd v. inf. find 411 [OE. findan] 
fyne adj. fine 589 [OFr. fin]  
flawis n. pl. flakes of snow 80 [ON. 
flaga]  
fled v. pa. 3. pl. fled 80 [OE. flēon]  
flessh n. flesh 137 [OE. flǣsc] 
flokkis v. pres. 3. sg. gathers 330 [From 
OE. floc(c, n.] 
folde n.1 pleat 369 [From OE. fealdan, 
v.] 
fold n.2 land, country 431, 476 [OE. 
folde] 
folk n. folk 233, 262, 275, 319; troop of 
hunters 330 [OE. folc] 
folow v. inf. pursue 47; folwis pres. 3. sg. 
186, 526 (folowiþ); folowid pa. 3. 
sg. 63, 398 [OE. folgian] 
folower n. horse which follows 398 [OE. 
folgere] 
fondyn v. pp. come 412 [OE. fundian] 
fondis v. pres. 1. pl. seek 261 [OE. 
fandian] 
food n. food 233, 319 [OE. fōda] 
foot n. foot 78, 79, 542 (fote), 573; food 
551 [OE. fōt] 
for conj. for 112, 125, 555 [OE. for, 
prep.] 
for prep. for 54, 166, 351, 539, 698, &c. 
[OE. for] 
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forbetyn v. pp. beaten severely 659 
[From OE. bēatan] 
forest(e n. forest 7, 709, 712; forestis, pl. 
680, 684, 685 [OFr. forest] 
forhed n. forehead 369 [OE. 
for(e-hēafod] 
forsoþe adv. truly 303, 358 [OE. forsōþ] 
forth adv. straight 551; forth 645 [OE. 
forþ] 
fortune n. fate 270 [OFr. fortune] 
four num. four 653 [OE. fēower] 
fowndrid v. pa. 3. sg. fell to the ground 
542 [OFr. fondrer] 
fray n. fear 399 [From AFr. affrai] 
frayst v. inf. seek 412 [ON. freista] 
fre-born v. pp. as adj. of noble birth 431 
[OE. frēo, adv. + OE. bēran, v.] 
freke n. man, knight 261, 411, 431, 526, 
476; frekis pl. 79, 500 [OE. freca] 
frely adj. beautiful 680 [OE. frēolīc] 
frely adv. properly 225 [OE. frēolīce] 
fressh(e adj. vigorous 47; clean 166; 
refreshed 526 [OFr. fresche] 
frettyd v. pp. covered 369; trimmed 589 
[From OFr. freté, pp.] 
fryd v. pp. protected, enclosed 7 [OE. 
friþian] 
frysoun n. Frisian horse 551 [OFr. 
Frisoun] 
fryke adj. vigorous 574 [OFr. frique] 
fritthe n. royal forest, park 330; fritthis 
pl. 8, 50, 80 (fritthes), 680, 685 
(fritthes) [OE. friþ] 
fro prep. from 151, 408 (from), 412, 
546 (from), 678 [OE. from] 
frounte n. forehead 387 [OFr. front] 
ful adv. very, quite 26, 139, 294, 432, 
620, &c. [OE. full] 
ful n. plenty 56 [OE. ful(l] 
funtstone n. baptismal font 225 [OE. 
font + OE. stān] 






gay adj. noble, beautiful, excellent 156, 
157, 336, 530, 547, 697; shining, 
bright 366, 496 [OFr. gai] 
gay adv. brightly 15; richly 194; 
gallantly 509 [From prec.] 
gayly adv. jauntily 26, 27 [From prec.] 
gaynest adj. superl. loyal 12 [ON. gegn] 
galyard adj. valiant 458; as sb. valiant 
one 493 [OFr. gaillart] 
game n. game animals 59, 67, 436; 
amusement; game (n)or gle 
amusement and merrymaking 146, 
402 [OE. gamen] 
gan v. aux. did 133, 328, 449, 586 [OE. 
onginnan] 
garnysoun n. treasure 664; garsons pl. 
697 [OFr. garison; cf. OE. gærsama] 
gart v. pa. 3. sg. made, ordered 703 [ON. 
gera] 
gate n. way, path 28, gatys pl. 85 [ON. 
gata] 
gent adj. beautiful 345 [OFr. gent]  
gentils adj. as sb. pl. noble ones 502 
[OFr. gentil] 
gere n. behaviour, appearance 125 
(giere), 126; armour 496 [ON. 
gervi] 
gert v. pa. 3. sg. gert ~ þurgh pierced 
582; gerd ~ to the ground knocked to 
the ground 606 [OE. *gyrdan] 
geste n. guest 458 [ON. gestr]  
gete v.1 imper. pl. watch over 283 [ON. 
gæta] 
gete v.2 inf. get 555 [ON. geta] 
gye v. imper. sg. protect 296 [OFr. guïer] 
gyllis n. pl. ravines 418 [ON. gil] 
gyte n. mantle 15, 366 [OFr. guite] 
gyve v. pres. 1. sg. give 664; gyue pres. 
3. pl. give 59 [ON. gefa] 
gladis v. pres. 3. pl. entertain 458 [OE. 
gladian] 
gladly adv. merrily 60, 61 [OE. glædlīce] 
gle n. joy 146, 402 [OE. glēo(w] 
glede n. burning coal 393; gledis pl. 117, 
118 [OE. glēd] 
glemith v. pres. 3. sg. gleams 15 [From 
─227─
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OE. glǣm, n.] 
glidis v. pres. 3. sg. walks, goes 26, 27, 
118, 325; glode pa. 3. sg. glode gatys 
proceed 85 [OE. glīdan] 
glymerid v. pa. 3. pl. glimmer 117 
[MHG. glimmern] 
glysid v. pa. 3. sg. glittered 356 [OE. 
glisian] 
gliteryng v. pres. p. glittering 27, 496 
(glytering); as adj. 15 [From ON. 
glitra] 
glorious adj. beautiful 366, 372 [OFr. 
glorïos] 
gloupe v. pres. 1. sg. be filled with fear 
91 [cf. ON. glūpna] 
glowid v. pa. 3. sg. glowed 118, 393 
(glowyd) [OE. glōwan] 
go v. inf. go, proceed 471; go pres. 1. sg. 
191; gothe pres. 3. sg. 326; go pres. 
3. pl. 60, 61; gone pp. 111, 157, 547; 
go imper. sg. 551 [OE. gān] 
god n. God 140, 238, 471, 539 [OE. god] 
gode n. good deeds; do gode perform an 
act of piety 228 [OE. gōd, n.] 
gold(e n. gold 27, 147, 371, 381, 392, 
485, 496, 509, 589, 664 [OE. gold] 
good adj. good 313f., 547, 553, 557; as 
epithet 313, 494, 539, 546, 638 [OE. 
gōd, adj.] 
good n. possessions 232 [OE. gōd] 
goodly adv. gladly 652 [From OE. gōdlīc, 
adj.] 
go(o)st n. ghost 99, 100, 111, 118, 125, 
126, 163, 325; holy ghost 254 [OE. 
gǣst] 
grace n. grace 140, 228, 539 [OFr. grace] 
graceles adj. damned 163 [OFr. grace + 
OE. -lēas] 
gracious adj. gracious; gracious ȝiftis 
grace 254 [OFr. gracïos] 
graiþ n. arms 436 [ON. greiði] 
graiþely adv. properly 508 [ON. 
greiðliga] 
gras(se n. grass land 60; grass 366 [OE. 
græs] 
grede v. inf. shriek 99 [A. grēdan] 
grefe n. pain, wound 599, 600 (greef); 
grevis pl. 632, 633 [AFr. gref] 
grey adj. gray 356, 598 [A. grēg] 
greyþer adj. comp. wealthy, powerful 
147; greithest superl. competent 68, 
439 [ON. greiðr] 
greythid v. pa. 3. sg. was dressed 147; 
arranged 394 (greiþid); graithid pp. 
armed 508 [ON. greiða] 
greyvis n. pl. greaves 394 [OFr. greves] 
grene adj. green 28, 61, 69, 128, 326, 
355, 366, 688; as sb. field 12, 507, 
508, 665 [OE. grēne] 
grete adj. large, great 60, 202, 230, 356, 
472, 590, 599, 636; grettest superl. 
as sb. the major part 418 [OE. grēat] 
grete n. lamentation 324 [From next] 
grete v. inf. weep, lament 278; grette pa. 
3. sg. 597 (gret), 599, 620; grette pa. 
3. pl. 493; gretyng ger. lamentation 
326; grette on appealed to 620 [OE. 
grētan] 
greuys n. pl. groves, woods 61, 418; 
grevis 69, 326, 665, 688 [OE. 
grǣfa] 
greve v. grieve 100, 633; disappoint 464; 
afflict 515;greve inf. 100, 464; 
grevis pres. 3. sg. 633; grevid pa. 3. 
sg. 515 [OFr. grever] 
griffons n. pl. griffins 509 [OFr. grifon] 
grille adj. sorrowful 620 [From OE. 
gryllan, v.] 
grylle n. annoyance 677 [From prec.] 
grille v. inf. grieve 632; grillis pres. 3. sg. 
422 [OE. gryllan] 
grym adj. hideous 125 [OE. grim] 
grynnyd v. pa. 3. sg. gaped 126 growled 
524 (grynyd); was furious 543 [OE. 
grennian] 
grisly adj. hideous 99, 111, 125, 163; 
dreadful 324; grislyest superl. 99 
[OE. grislīc] 
grisly adv. hideously 126; cruelly 524 
(gresily); terribly 600 [From prec.] 
grith n. mercy; gyue ~ grith spare (game 
animals) 59 [OE. griþ] 
gronyd v. pa. 3. sg. groaned 524; 
gronyng ger. groaning 620 [OE. 
grānian] 
ground n. ground 59, 146, 606, 607 [OE. 
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OE. glǣm, n.] 
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gronyng ger. groaning 620 [OE. 
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grund] 
growys v. pres. 3. pl. grow 128; exist 146 






ȝanyd v. pa. 3. sg. opened the mouth 
wide 87 [OE. gīnan]  
ȝe pron. nom. you 169, 283, 285, 292 
(ye), 564, 576; ȝour gen. your 143 
(your), 265, 277, 282; yow acc. and 
dat. you 170, 276; ȝow acc. and dat. 
150, 170, 280, 284, 311 [OE. gē] 
ȝeftis n. pl. gifts 254, 697 (giftis) [OE. 
gift; ON. gipt] 
ȝernely adv. fervently 86 [OE. geornlīce] 
ȝet adv. yet 280, 437, 615 [OE. gēt] 
ȝeve v. pres. 1. sg. give, confer 677; yaf 
pa. 3. sg. 663; ȝaf pa. 2. pl. 422; 
yeve subj. 2. sg. 676; yeve imper. sg. 
232 [OE. giefan] 
ȝollyn v. pres. 3. pl. cry out 179; ȝollyng 
pres. p. 86 [OE. gellan] 






hay n. hay 448 [OE. hei] 
halle n. hall 131, 309, 440, 445 [A. hal(l] 
halowe v. inf. halloo 57 [OFr. hal(l)öer] 
halowyd v. pp. consecrated 225 [OE. 
hālgian] 
halvyndel adv. half, by half 639 [A. half 
+ OE. dǣl] 
hame n. native land 412 [OE. hām] 
happith v. pres. 3. sg. happens 615 
[From ON. happ, n.] 
hardy adj. brave 467, 586 (as sb.), 674 
[OFr. hardi] 
hastily adv. fiercely 586 [OFr. haste, n.] 
have v. have, possess; have inf. 155, 363, 
666, 668; have pres. 1. sg. 139, 314; 
have pres. 1. pl. 436; have pres. 3. 
pl. 279; had pa. 3. sg. 108; had pa. 
3. pl. 375; have imper. sg. 173, 251, 
313, 622 [OE. habban] 
have v. aux. have; have inf. 584; hath 
pres. 3. sg. 140, 154, 160, 329, 461 
(haþ); have pres. 3. pl. 239, 274, 
488; had pa. 3. sg. 476, 639; had pa. 
3. pl. 5 [From prec.] 
he pron. nom. he 3, 95, 244, 533, &c.; 
his gen. his 2, 95, 330, 536, 702 
(hys), &c.; hym acc. or dat. him 2, 
231, 409, 550, &c.: hym refl. 
himself 558, 562 [OE. hē] 
hede n.1 head 18, 124, 426, 541 (heed) 
[OE. hēafod] 
hede n.2 attention; take hede consider 171 
[From OE. hēdan, v.] 
hekkys n. pl. racks 448 [OE. hæcce] 
hele n. heel 386 [OE. hēla] 
helyng v. ger. clothing 108 [From OE. 
helan] 
helle n. hell 84, 186 [OE. helle] 
helmys n. pl. helmets 586 [OE. helm] 
helpith v. pres. 3. sg. helps 177 [OE. 
helpan] 
hende adj. beautiful 377; valiant 529, 
698 (as sb.); hendest superl. as sb. 
pl. noble [OE. gehende] 
hendly adv. pleasantly 44 (hendely); 
courteously 344; quickly 448 [From 
prec.] 
hennys adv. from here 260 [From OE. 
heonon(e adv.] 
hent v. pp. taken 488 [OE. hentan] 
herdis n. pl. herds 5, 44, 130, 435 [OE. 
heord] 
here adv. here 45, 171, 234, 414, 664, 
&c. [OE. hēr] 
here n. hair 108 [A. hēr] 
here v. hear; here inf. 130, 131; herd pa. 
1. sg. 94, 99; herd pa. 3. pl. 474; 
heryng pres. p. 404 [A. ge)hēran] 
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herkenys v. imper. pl. listen 131 [From 
OE. he(o)rcnian] 
hert n.1 heart 258, 422, 543, 632 [OE. 
heorte] 
hertis n.2 pl. harts 57 [OE. heorot] 
hertly adv. sincerely, earnestly 171, 192, 
235 [OE. geheortlīce] 
hestis n. pl. vows 235 [OE. hǣs] 
hevid v. pa. 3. pl. raised 448 [OE. 
hebban] 
hewe n. colour 18 [OE. hiew] 
hewe v. inf. hew 586 [OE. hēawan] 
hide n. skin 108 [OE. hȳd] 
hidis v. pres. 3. sg. hides 18; hydis pres. 
3. pl. 124; hid pp. 5, 711 [OE. 
hȳdan] 
hye adj. intense 18 [OE.; A. heh] 
hyes v. pres. 3. pl. hurry, hasten 124; 
hying pres. p. 57 [OE. hīgian] 
hight n. height; on hight furiously 187, 
523 (hyght), 612; in an excellent 
manner 344, 360, 404, 648; loudly 
413, 644 (height), 651; aloft 448, 
491 [OE. hīhþ(u] 
holde v. have, hold, keep 235, 666, 668, 
691; hold(e inf. 235, 666, 668; hold 
pa. 3. sg. 691 [OE.; A. haldan] 
holle adj. hollow 116 [OE. hol, adj.] 
holy adj. holy 177, 178, 254 [OE. hālig] 
holy adv. entirely 668 [From OE. hāl] 
holkyd v. pa. 3. pl. sank 116 [?From OE. 
holc, n.; cf. MLG. holken] 
holt n. wood 124; holtis pl. 45, 710 
(holtys), 711 [OE. holt] 
hondis n. pl. hands 264, 423, 672 [OE. 
hond] 
honest adj. honourable, noble 302 [OFr. 
honeste] 
hood n. hood 18 [OE. hōd] 
hore adj. gray 45, 710 (hare) [OE. hār] 
horn n. musical horn 435; hornys pl. 45 
[OE. horn] 
hors n. horse 386; horsis pl. 488 [OE. 
hors] 
hote v. pres. 1. sg. promise 235, 430 [OE. 
hātan] 
hound n. hound 57, 435; houndis pl. 47 
(hondis), 60, 124 [OE. hund] 
hovis v. pres. 3. pl. seize 187 [OE. āgan] 
how conjunctive adv. how 154, 160; how 
interrog. adv. 261 [OE. hū] 
hunt v. inf. hunt 5; hunt pa. 3. pl. 435; 
huntyng pres. p. 45; huntyng ger. 
710, 711 [OE. huntian] 
hurle v. pres. 3. pl. harass 187 [Imitative; 




I pron. see y 
iaumbis n. pl. leg armours 393 [OFr. 
jambe] 
ienewbris n. pl. (?) armours for knees 
393 [cf. AFr. ieneus; see AND, sv. 
genuil, n.] 
if conj. 74, 103, 197, 198, 202, 248, 405, 
415, 472, 525, 550, 624, 683 [OE. 
gif]  
ilk pron. same substance; of þat ilk of the 
same material 23 [OE. īlca] 
in prep. in 1, 159, 352, &c.; yn 335, 430, 
492, 500, 518, 605 [OE. in]  
in-to prep. into 441, 447 (yn-to), 653, 
703 [OE. in-to] 
ioy n. joy 698 [OFr. joi] 
iolyly adv. vigorously 502 [From OFr. 
joli(f, adj.] 
it pron. nom. it 76, 108, 202, 230, 251, 
388, 405, 432, 443, 472, 579, 624; 
hit nom. 89, 94, 107, 109, 110, 291, 
636; his gen. 102; it acc. 306, 308 
[OE. hit] 
iustyn v. pres. 3. pl. joust; iustyn on were 
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horn n. musical horn 435; hornys pl. 45 
[OE. horn] 
hors n. horse 386; horsis pl. 488 [OE. 
hors] 
hote v. pres. 1. sg. promise 235, 430 [OE. 
hātan] 
hound n. hound 57, 435; houndis pl. 47 
(hondis), 60, 124 [OE. hund] 
hovis v. pres. 3. pl. seize 187 [OE. āgan] 
how conjunctive adv. how 154, 160; how 
interrog. adv. 261 [OE. hū] 
hunt v. inf. hunt 5; hunt pa. 3. pl. 435; 
huntyng pres. p. 45; huntyng ger. 
710, 711 [OE. huntian] 
hurle v. pres. 3. pl. harass 187 [Imitative; 




I pron. see y 
iaumbis n. pl. leg armours 393 [OFr. 
jambe] 
ienewbris n. pl. (?) armours for knees 
393 [cf. AFr. ieneus; see AND, sv. 
genuil, n.] 
if conj. 74, 103, 197, 198, 202, 248, 405, 
415, 472, 525, 550, 624, 683 [OE. 
gif]  
ilk pron. same substance; of þat ilk of the 
same material 23 [OE. īlca] 
in prep. in 1, 159, 352, &c.; yn 335, 430, 
492, 500, 518, 605 [OE. in]  
in-to prep. into 441, 447 (yn-to), 653, 
703 [OE. in-to] 
ioy n. joy 698 [OFr. joi] 
iolyly adv. vigorously 502 [From OFr. 
joli(f, adj.] 
it pron. nom. it 76, 108, 202, 230, 251, 
388, 405, 432, 443, 472, 579, 624; 
hit nom. 89, 94, 107, 109, 110, 291, 
636; his gen. 102; it acc. 306, 308 
[OE. hit] 
iustyn v. pres. 3. pl. joust; iustyn on were 








kanelle n. collar 519 [AFr. canole] 
kele v. inf. assuage; kele ~ of care relieve 
~ of care, comfort 43, 201 [OE. 
cēlan] 
kellyd v. pp. (?) wearing headdress 370 
[From OE. cawl, n.; see SND sv. 
kell, v.] 
kempe n. contestant 613 [OE. cempa] 
kene adj. brave, 139, 301, 461, 612, 690; 
rebellious 286; fierce 601, 613; 
sharp-edged 514, 520, 611 [OE. 
cēne] 
kenely adv. promptly 612 [OE. cēnlīce] 
kenettis n. pl. small hunting dogs 42 
[AFr. kenit] 
kerchefs n. pl. veils 372 [OFr. 
cuevre-chief] 
kernellyd v. pp. provided with 
battlements 667 [OFr. crenelé, pp.; 
also OFr. kernel, n.] 
y-kyd v. pp. as adj. renowned 3 [OE. 
gecȳþan] 
kyn n. ancestry 138, 139 [OE. cyn] 
kyndely adv. in the approved manner 
287; effectively 613; generously 694 
[OE. gecyndelīce] 
kyndlis v. pres. 3. sg. is born 90 [MHG. 
kindel] 
kyng n. king 4, 66, 265, 413, &c.; kyngis 
gen. sg. 262; kyngis pl. 138, 139 
[OE. cyning] 
knelid v. pa. 3. sg. knelt 626, 647 
(knelyd) [OE. cnēowlian] 
knewe v. pa. 2. sg. knew 205; knowyn 
pp. 138, 265 [OE. cnāwan] 
knyght n. knight 133, 342, 378, 601, 
&c.; knyght voc. 153, 265, 361; 
knyghtis pl. 43, 301, 333, 373 
(knyght), 461, 635, 690, 713 [OE. 
cniht] 
knyghthe[d]e n. knighthood 95 [OE. 
cniht + OE. *-hǣde] 





lace n. girdle 355 [OFr. lace]  
lady n. lady 31, 70, 342, 345, 621 (voc.); 
ladyes pl. 538 [OE. hlǣfdige] 
lagh v. inf. laugh 433 [A. hlæh(h)an]  
laght v. pa. 3. sg. took hold of 523 [OE. 
læccan]  
layke n. assault 538 [ON. leikr] 
layne v. inf. conceal 83, 204 (leyne); on 
lede not to layne truly, indeed 83 
[ON. leyna] 
lake n. the pit of hell 214 [OE. lacu]  
lath adj. displeasing 432 [OE. lāð]  
laund n. plain, clearing 31 (lawnde), 489, 
566, 653 [OFr. lande] 
launce n. spear 397 [OFr. lance] 
lede n. people 83; land 397; man 433 
[OE. lēod]  
ledis v. leads, accompanies 13, 31, 440, 
447, 495; guide 342, 345; ledis pres. 
3. sg. 13, 31 (lediþ); ledis pres. 3. pl. 
497; led pa. 3. sg. 345, 440; ledyng 
pres. p. 342; led pp. 447 [OE. 
lǣdan] 
left v. pa. 3. sg. lifted 408 [ON. lypta] 
leyr n. complexion 162, 342 [OE. hlēor]  
lemman n. sweetheart 536, 619 [OE. lēof, 
adj. + OE. man] 
lende v. inf. stay 681; lende imper. sg. 
414 [OE. lendan] 
lengthe n. on lengthe in time 477 [OE. 
lengþu] 
lent v. pp. granted 140 [OE. lǣnan]  
lepyd v. pa. 3. pl. leaped 653 [OE. 
hlēapen] 
lerid v. pp. as adj. clerical, educated 707 
[From OE. lǣran, v.] 
lese v. inf. lose 285, 293, 432; y-lost pp. 
462, 470 (lorn) [OE. lēosan] 
let(e v. imper. sg. let 155; let go forget it 
471 [OE. lētan] 
lette n. delay 36 [From OE. lettan, v.] 
leue v. pres. 1. sg. believe 469 [A. lēfan]  
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leve n. permission 468 [OE. lēaf]  
leve v. leave, abandon 98, 176, 203, 487; 
stay, remain, 69, 279, 652; lend 228; 
leve inf. 176; levith pres. 3. sg. 69; 
leviþ pres. 3. pl. 98; left pa. 3. sg. 
203, 487, 652; levid pp. 279; leve 
imper. sg. 228 [OE. lǣfan] 
lewd adj. ugly 214 [OE. lǣwede]  
ly v. inf. lie 214 [OE. licgan] 
lye n. lie 417 [OE. lyge] 
lyf n. life 175; lyvis gen. sg. 702 [OE. līf] 
light adj.1 bright 162 [A. lēht] 
light adj.2 eager, prepared 469 [A. lēht] 
light v. fall, dismount 32, 70, 78, 79, 414 
(lyght), 566 (lyght); light lowe 
suffer misfortune or adversity164, 
272 [OE. līhtan] 
lightly adv. without hesitation 176; 
nimbly 566 [OE. lēohtlīce] 
lik adj. like 165 [OE. gelīc] 
lykis v. pres. 3. pl. please 538, 615 [OE. 
līcian] 
liknes n. resemblance; in liknes of like 84 
[OE. gelīcnes]  
lilie n. lily 162 [OE. lilie] 
lymes n. pl. flame 164 [OE. lēoma] 
lyon n. lion 574 [OFr. lïon] 
lyst n. list 497; listis pl. 477, 489 (lystis), 
566 [OFr. liste] 
lystines n. readiness 469 [From OE. list, 
n.] 
litil adv. little 584 [OE. lȳtel, adj.]  
litthis n. pl. estates 678 [ON. lȳðr] 
lyvyng v. pres. p. as adj. living 433 [A. 
lifgan] 
lo interj. look 153 (×2) [OE. lā] 
loft n. on loft high above 397, 536 [ON. 
lopt] 
loke v. inf. look at 83; loke imper. sg. 
167, 462 [OE. lōcian]  
lollid v. pa. 3. sg. lolled 87 [MDu. lollen] 
lond n. land 279, 477 (lande); londis pl. 
262, 663 (landys), 676, 678 [OE. 
lond] 
long(e adv. long 5, 31 [OE. lange] 
longe adj. long 477; lenger comp. 314 
[OE. lang] 
loos n. fame 462 [OFr. los] 
lord n. king, knight, nobleman 36, 279, 
468 (voc.), 523, 634 (lorde); lordis 
pl. 272, 497, 538, 653 [OE. hlāford] 
lordynges n. pl. knights 462 [OE. 
hlāfording] 
lordship n. feudal estate 432; honour 
470; lordship 681 [OE. hlāfordscipe] 
lorer n. laurel tree 32, 70 [OFr. lorer] 
lothly adj. terrifying 83 (as sb.); lothliest 
superl. 84 [OE. lāþlīc] 
loþely adv. fiercely, angrily 523 [OE. 
lāþlīce] 
loute v. inf. be obedient to 176 [OE. 
lūtan] 
love n. love 213, 497 [OE. lufu] 
lovely adj. gracious 634 [OE. luflīc] 
lovesom adj. beautiful, lovely 162; 
louesom 342 [OE. lufsum] 
low(e adv. down 32; to a poor condition 
164, 272; low 214; in a low voice 
619 [From ON. lāgr] 
lowd adj. loud 86 [OE. hlūd] 
lustily adv. vigorously 489 [From OE. 
lust, n.] 
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This is the first part of a glossary to the text of The Awntyrs off Arthure at the Terne 
Wathlyn preserved in the London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS 491. The glossary 
covers all the vocabularies and their variants beginning with A to those beginning with 
L. It also contains the meanings of the words and their etymologies.  
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